Abstract. We explore the effect of all-optical feedback on the steady state dynamics of optomechanical arrays arising from various topologies. Firstly we consider an array comprised of a pair of independent optomechanical cavities coupled reversibly via their optical modes. Next we consider an optomechanical network formed from coupling two optical modes with interactions mediated via a common mechanical mode. Finally we extend the analysis to a large network of N-coupled optomechanical systems. Our results show implementing an-all optical feedback loop in each arrangement can enhance the degree of steady state entanglement between inter cavity optical and mechanical modes.
Introduction
The drive towards exploring quantum features at the mesoscopic and macroscopic scale has intensified in recent times with marked advances in understanding of the quantum-classical transition [1] . The prime motivations have been to test the limits of the quantum theory and to search for various quantum communication protocols [2] while discovering novel applications of mesoscopic systems as components of quantum memories and repeaters required in the implementation of various quantum information processing tasks [3, 4] and new sensor technology [5, 6] .
In this respect vastly different physical systems such as ultra-cold atoms coupled to nanomechanical systems [7, 8, 9, 10] , superconducting qubits coupled to microwave resonators [11] , opto-and electro-mechanical cavities [12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 31, 32, 29, 30, 33, 34, 35, 36] have recently attracted a lot of attention in probing quantum signatures at the mesoscopic scale. By and large the goal has been to achieve coherent control over the motion of the mechanical element via coupling to electromagnetic and optical modes in the quantum regime [37] . Such a coupling inevitably has the potential to engineer a hybrid quantum device composed of otherwise incompatible degrees of freedom of different physical systems. Among the plethora of such proposals, special attention has been devoted to explore further the potentials of optomechanics, in particular. Optomechanics makes use of radiation pressure of light on a mechanical element resulting in reversible coupling between optics and mechanics, two vastly different physical systems at the extremes of the quantum world. Recent progress in the field not only promises to strongly couple these very disparate modes identifying a whole new class of engineered quantum systems but also to control the dynamics of such systems, [38] .
In an optomechanical (OM) set-up, the resonance frequency of the optical cavity under consideration can be altered by the displacement of the mechanical element which may for example form one of the mirrors in a Fabry-Pérot cavity. As a result of radiation pressure of light, reversible coupling is generated between the optical and mechanical modes. The strength of the OM coupling is however derived from the magnitude of the radiation pressure force which can be enhanced by strong coherent driving in the considered OM system. As has been extensively shown in the resolved sideband regime, [39, 40, 41, 42, 43, 44, 45, 46] OM interaction can generate entanglement between the optical and mechanical modes within an OM system. Further for two or more coupled OM systems forming an OM array, intra cavity OM entanglement can be distributed over inter cavity modes in the steady state [36, 47, 48] . In the present work we are interested in devising a scheme whereby entanglement can not only be generated but can also be controlled as well. The ability to control entanglement would be a useful resource in the design and implementation of quantum repeaters and quantum memories crucial in the implementation of quantum information processing. It may also enable new measurement protocols based on mechanical sensors, for example, weak force sensors [6, 49] . With this objective in mind we apply an all-optical feedback scheme to An all-optical feedback assisted steady state of an optomechanical array 3 earlier proposals, [48] considering coupled optomechanical arrays. All-optical feedback was considered extensively in the context of cascaded cavities [50] and associated amplitude and quadrature feedback.
We apply similar coupling configurations to a system of OM cavities in our analysis and compare the steady state dynamics of various OM networks both in the presence and absence of an all-optical feedback loop. Specifically we address two different topologies: Firstly we consider a pair of independent but reversibly coupled OM systems. Secondly we consider an OM arrangement where two different optical modes are coupled via a common mechanical element. In fact our results also apply to a hybrid system in which one optical mode and one microwave mode interact via a common mechanical element as in [51, 52] . In each case the all-optical feedback loop is implemented by an additional irreversible coupling between the two optical modes. Our results show that while a reversibly coupled OM network can result in steady state entanglement between the inter cavity mechanical modes, implementing an all optical feedback loop can enhance the generated entanglement. Hence an all-optical feedback can be used as a resource to control entanglement in the steady state of an OM network. Furthermore in the last section of this work, we extend our analysis to a large array comprising of reversibly coupled OM ports. Each OM port in the array is composed of a pair of OM systems coupled via an all-optical feedback loop. Our results show bipartite steady state entanglement only exists between mechanical resonators from different OM ports with different parity, and can be enhanced in the presence of feedback.
Feedback in an optomechanical network

Two coupled optomechanical cavities
We begin by first considering the set-up in Fig. 1 which comprises of two OM cavities, (OM 1 and 2) coupled reversibly via their optical modes. Additionally the optical mode a 1 of OM 1 is also coupled irreversibly to mode a 2 of OM 2. Simultaneous presence of unidirectional and bidirectional coupling between the optical modes constitute an all-optical feedback loop [50] . The system OM 1 acts as a source driving the state of the OM 2 cavity which in turn influences the state of source cavity through reversible coupling of arbitrary strength κ.
In the usual convention, radiation pressure is induced by strong external coherent driving on each OM system hence displacing the cavity field by its steady state amplitude. The resulting OM interaction is then linearized such that a quadratic coupling is induced between the optical and mechanical modes in each system [48] . In this linearized regime and in the rotating frame of the external drive, the OM interaction between each individual cavity takes the form (in units = 1): [48] Implementing an all-optical feedback scheme in an OM array: Two OM cavities are coupled reversibly with a coupling strength κ via neighboring optical modes a 1,2 as well as irreversibly with modeâ 1 drivingâ 2 in a forward feed direction. The optical modeâ j and mechanical modeb j in each cavity are coupled reversibly by an OM coupling strength g j .
.
j-th cavity with resonance frequency Ω j , ω m j is the fundamental resonance frequency of the j-th mechanical mode, g j is the effective optomechanical coupling strength proportional to the steady state amplitude of the cavity field due to linearization of the radiation pressure force, andâ j (b j ) andâ
The first two commutators on the right hand side of the above equation denotes the unitary evolution of the coupled OM network, the successive two commutators represents the irreversible coupling between the optical modes of the first and the second cavity and the last six terms takes into account the damping of optical and mechanical modes. Reversible coupling between the optical modes can be generated either through evanescent coupling of the adjacent optical modes or through an optical fiber [36] . Irreversible coupling between the source and the driven cavity can be established using an optical circulator [48, 54] . A non-reciprocal optical device such as Faraday rotator can be used to establish irreversible coupling between the optical modes of two adjacent OM cavities. This particular choice of detuning configurations in such a coupled array induces a two mode squeezing interaction between the optical and mechanical modes in OM 1, and a beam splitter interaction resulting in state transfer between optical and mechanical modes in OM 2. This configuration of coupled dynamics has been analyzed in detail in [48] , where two independent coupling configurations between individual OM systems were analyzed, i.e. the OM systems were considered to be either reversibly or irreversibly coupled via their optical ports. In the present work, however we extend the consideration An all-optical feedback assisted steady state of an optomechanical array 6 to an added coupling channel between coupled OM systems 1 and 2. This additional coupling is engineered as an unidirectional coupling emanating from the optical mode of OM cavity 1 to the optical mode of OM cavity 2, while also maintaining a reversible coupling between the two inter cavity optical modes: hence implementing an all-optical feedback loop, [50] in the optomechanical array. As has been established previously, coupling between such driven OM systems results in distribution of entanglement generated between optical and mechanical modes in OM cavity 1 over inter cavity modes in the steady state, [48] . However in the present work we are interested in exploring the possibility of controlling/altering the steady state inter cavity phononphonon entanglement via an all-optical feedback loop.
Alternatively such a network of coupled cascaded quantum systems shown in Fig.1 can also be conveniently modeled using the SLH framework, [55, 56] . The SLH formalism is useful in forming reducible networks of coupled open quantum systems with the objective of implementing quantum control analysis and design. In the SLH formalism, an open quantum system is described by a set of three parameters, G = (S, L, H) where S denotes the scattering matrix, L is the coupling vector and H is the Hamiltonian operator for the system. Hence the set of coupled quantum OM systems summarized in Fig. 1 forms a series product connection under the SLH formalism [55] ,
where the specific variables of the series product are S j = I, L j = Γ jâj corresponding to each OM system and the combined coupling vector is L eff = √ Γ 1â1 + √ Γ 2â2 . The Hamiltonian operator of the combined system is given as,
, where A 1 (B 1 ) accounts for the local variances of the two modes and C 1 for the inter-mode correlations. We compute logarithmic negativity measuring the quantum entanglement between the mechanical modes b 1 and b 2 in the steady state and in Fig. 2(a) and Fig. 2(b) plot it as a function of the reversible coupling strength between the optical modes κ and the thermal occupancy of each mechanical moden. We find finite steady state entanglement between the two inter cavity mechanical modes in the steady state. We observe the entanglement persists for a finite amount of nonzero thermal occupation numbern. We also note the entanglement between the mechanical modes is higher for smaller values of coupling strength κ between the optical modes.
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It is also interesting to see how the inter cavity phonon-phonon entanglement N , varies as a function of the different optomechanical coupling strengths g 1 and g 2 in the OM array. These are plotted in Figs. 3(a) and Figs. 3(b) in the presence and absence of feedback respectively. Hence the added coupling channel between the inter cavity optical modes forming the feedback loop, can be used to increase the steady state entanglement An all-optical feedback assisted steady state of an optomechanical array 9 in such an OM array.
To gain some more insight into the constructive role played by an all-optical feedback in coupled OM array we consider a pragmatic regime where the linewidth of each cavity mode is very large compared to all other system parameters. Under this regime both the cavity modes can be adiabatically eliminated and stochastic differential equations for the mechanical modes can be arrived at. The detailed calculation is outlined in the Appendix B. The effect of feedback is clearly imprinted on the steady state correlators between the mechanical modes given by eqns. (B.5) and (B.6). The steady state correlator | b 1b2 | in presence and absence of feedback is plotted in Fig. 4 . As can be clearly seen from Fig. 4 , feedback has a clear influence on quantum correlations between the two mechanical modes. In particular for low values of κ, feedback helps in building stronger quantum correlations between the two mechanical modes. For values of κ ∼ Γ, there is no evident difference in the strength of quantum correlations between the mechanical modes in the presence and absence of all-optical feedback in OM network array. This observation is also imprinted in Fig. 2 A central feature of critical behavior in any non-meanfield phase-transition is the existence of a diverging correlation length [1, 2] . Such divergences explain why universal theories, controlled only by symmetries of the problem, apply in the vicinity of a critical point. They also lead to scaling behavior [2] of correlation functions. More recently, it has been noted that measures of specifically quantum correlation, e.g. entanglement [3] , also show scaling behavior [4] [5] [6] [7] . Entanglement is one of the characteristic traits of quantum mechanics [3] and is of practical significance as it captures quantum correlations which can be a resource for quantum cryptography, quantum teleportation, and dense coding [8] . Despite the diverging The aim of this paper scaling of quantum correla steady-state (NESS) near sponding equilibrium syste to address such questions ties [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] . Such systems nonlinearity, and inevitabl capes from the cavities. R [35] have shown that such map to dissipative spin ch low. Their proposed config the anisotropy of the spin verse field. We study the i.e. the long time behavio tion. Within this scenario, 
Mechanics assisted optical coupling
In the present section we shall discuss the effect of all-optical feedback in a different setting of coupled optical and mechanical modes. We consider a scenario where the two optical modes are coupled to a common mechanical mode with a bilinear interaction as shown in Fig. 5 . The Hamiltonian describing the interaction between the three coupled bosonic modes thus takes the following form,
where
where ω L j is the frequency of the external laser drive pumping the j-th cavity whose resonance frequency is Ω j . The above Hamiltonian, for instance, can also describe the coherent coupling between three bilinearly coupled harmonic oscillators arranged in an open chain. In pursuit of main aim of this work we consider a scenario where in addition to an indirect interaction between the two optical modes, the two optical cavity modes also interact with a forward feed coupling. Under the Born-Markov approximation, the open system dynamics of the coupled optomechanical cavities then takes the following form,
Working in the interaction picture of the bare frequency of the optical and the mechanical modes and further choosing the physical parameters such that ∆ 1 = −ω m and ∆ 2 = ω m , then under the RWA the coupled system dynamics is governed by the following Master equation
where an explicit time independent form of the Master equation has been arrived at by choosing the physical parameters such that
Taking a similar approach to the previous section, it is possible to solve the Master equation (14) and the solution is outlined in the Appendix C.
From the steady state solution of the Master equation (14) we compute the logarithmic negativity between the optical and mechanical modes. We plot the
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I. INTRODUCTION
In a dissipative system, coupling to an external environment [9] leads to dephasing, and consequent degradation of quantum correlations, ultimately reducing the system to a classical description [10, 11] . Nonetheless, logarithmic negativity as an indicator of steady state entanglement between the optical and mechanical modes as a function of OM coupling strength g 1 in Fig 6. The entanglement between the modes a 1 and b is plotted in Fig. 6(a) , while Fig. 6(b) shows the entanglement between the modes a 2 and b. Each figure compares how the steady state entanglement between the relevant mode varies in the presence as well as absence of all-optical feedback. We note that feedback does not bring about qualitative change in the steady state of optical and mechanical modes a 1 , b. On the other hand we observe that the presence of feedback generates entanglement between otherwise unentangled modes a 2 and b. The degree of entanglement between the modes a 2 and a 1 (nots shown here) remains relatively small both in the presence and absence of the all-optical feedback. Some more insight in understanding the role of all-optical feedback in generating quantum entanglement between modes a 2 and b can be obtained by writing Langevin's equations of motion for the modes a 2 and b. In the absence of an all-optical feedback and adiabatically eliminating the cavity mode a 1 results in
It is a straightforward exercise to arrive at steady state expressions for the modes a 2 and b. In the steady state one obtains
It is easy to verify that presence of completely uncorrelated noise operatorŝ a in (1, t),â in (2, t) results in â 2 (∞)b(∞) =0. Thus in absence of all-optical feedback between the optical modes results in an uncorrelated steady state of modes a 2 and b.
On the other hand, in the presence of all-optical feedback between the optical modes a 1 and a 2 adiabatically eliminating the cavity mode a 1 results in
It is easy to obtain expressions for steady state correlations between modes a 2 and b.
Assuming that the modes a 2 and b are in contact with a zero-temperature reservoir one arrives at 
Thus in the presence of all-optical feedback between the optical modes a 1 and a 2 , we clearly have a non-vanishing steady state correlation function between the modes a 2 and b. This feature is corroborated in Fig. 6(b) .
N-coupled optomechanical cavities
We now extend our analysis to study the influence of all-optical feedback on a large network of coupled OM cavities. We consider an array of N-OM ports. Each 'port' itself comprises of a unit formed by two OM cavities coupled through an all-optical feedback, as described in section 2.1. To invoke a genuine OM array with non-trivial quantum features in the steady state, we consider a scenario where there is a finite inter-mode coupling between different ports. In the absence of an inter-port coupling, quantum mechanical evolution of each individual port is described by the Master equation (6) . Denoting ρ n for the state of n th port in a network with N-coupled OM cavities, the joint state of the OM array is thus simply given by ρ = ⊗ N n=1 ρ n .The optical and mechanical modes associated with an i-th ' port' are labeled a i,1 , a i,2 and b i,1 , b i,2 respectively. The inter-port coupling between i-th and i+1-th ports then takes the form
where χ is the coupling strength. A schematic of such a model is shown in Fig. 7 . This sets the stage to understand the influence of all-optical feedback on a network of coupled OM cavities. We now numerically solve the Master equation for the network of coupled OM cavities with inter-port coupling of the form (20), where each individual port is evolving under the Master equation (6) . From the solution of the Master equation we compute the steady state entanglement between distant mechanical modes and the result is plotted in Fig. 8 . Our simulations show that entanglement can only be generated between mechanical modes of different parity, i.e. b i,1 and b i+1,2 . This result arises because entanglement can only be generated between any two oscillators when one OM system driven on the blue sideband is coupled to the next OM system driven on the red sideband, and vice versa. However driving any two oscillators on the same sideband, does not result in a distribution or generation of entanglement, [48] . Therefore mechanical modes such as b i,1 and b i+1,1 remain separable for all parameters regardless of the absence or presence of the feedback loop. As illustrated in Fig. 8 , we find once again that an all-optical feedback loop helps in generating stronger quantum entanglement between mechanical oscillators belonging to different ports. This observation follows from the results displayed in Fig.2 which show that the presence of feedback enhances the entanglement between the inter cavity mechanical modes in each port. Hence in the optomechanical array composed of Nports, where each port has a similar topology to that discussed in section 2.1, we notice stronger entanglement between mechanical modes b i,1 and b i+1,2 . Another noteworthy feature of Fig. 8 is that for smaller values of reversible coupling κ between the optical modes, more entanglement is generated between distant mechanical modes. However, the spatial range of entanglement is short. On the other hand, for larger values of inter-optical coupling κ (∝ χ) spatial range of entanglement between the mechanical modes grows. This, however, happens at the cost of reduced magnitude of entanglement between the mechanical modes.
Discussion and summary
Optomechanics is rapidly emerging as an exciting branch of quantum technology where it is possible to engineer unique hybrid quantum devices composed of seemingly incompatible physical systems. In the present work we have focussed on a regime where each individual OM cavity is very strongly pumped and thus allowing us to linearize the inherently non-linear interaction between the optical and the mechanical modes. It 
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A central feature of critical behavior in any field phase-transition is the existence of a diver lation length [1, 2] . Such divergences explain w should, however, be noted that there has also been interest in exploring the non-linear OM interaction by going beyond this linearization technique and thus allowing one to explore the non-Gaussian steady states of OM cavities [58, 59] . Expanding from previous work on distribution of entanglement in OM arrays, our scheme illustrates an all-optical feedback can be implemented to control the distributed entanglement in coupled OM arrays as well as generate otherwise non existent quantum correlations as in the mechanics assisted OM interaction scheme. It should also be noted that our control protocols apply equally well to hybrid optical-microwave schemes as in the recent experiments [51] . Our scheme involving an all-optical feedback has a clear advantage in generating spatially separated macroscopic entangled states. In the present work we have shown that using a cascaded coupling between the optical modes, the degree of quantum correlations in an OM network can be further enhanced. As shown in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 , using an all-optical feedback results in generating stronger entanglement between distant mechanical modes and is more robust to thermal fluctuations of the mechanical resonators. The advantage of using an all-optical feedback is clearly imprinted in the physical regime when the reversible coupling between the optical modes is small. We believe this is not a handicap for our scheme and in fact provides more flexibility in choosing the separation between distant nodes of an OM network. For an alternate topology considered and as shown in Fig. 6 , we again find that an all-optical feedback may help in generating quantum correlations between distant optical and mechanical modes. We, however, do note that for the range of parameters considered in Fig. 6 steady state logarithmic negativity is one order of magnitude smaller as compared to Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 . This brings us closer to make a short remark on the physical meaning of non-zero value of logarithmic negativity and a possible way to enhance entanglement between the mechanical modes.
As is well established now quantum entanglement is a vital requirement for the realization of various tasks including quantum cryptography, quantum metrology, and quantum computing. However, entanglement is not very robust to environment induced decoherence and thus generally requires entanglement distillation as an auxiliary tool to counteract the degradation of coherence. Entanglement distillation refers to extracting a small number of maximally entangled states from a larger ensemble of weakly entangled states [60] . Logarithmic negativity, on the other hand, provides an upper-bound on the amount of distillable entanglement [61] . Thus one can make use of continuous variable entanglement distillation protocol to increase the entanglement of the shared state [62] . It should be mentioned that for distilling Gaussian continuous variable states, non-Gaussian operations including photon addition/photon subtraction needs to be employed [63] . An alternative approach is based on distilling Gaussian entanglement using quantum memory [64] The ability to entangle a distributed array of mechanical elements will provide a path to new kinds of quantum enabled sensors. The Gaussian entanglement between harmonic oscillators that we have discussed in this paper is completely analogous to Gaussian entanglement for multi mode light fields. The enhanced metrology schemes that have been proposed in that case, for example [65] , can carry over to the case of mechanical modes.
Since it is comparatively easier to distill and detect quantum correlations between optical modes, as compared to directly detecting quantum entanglement between mechanical modes, it has been suggested to swap the the nonlocal correlations from the mechanical modes back to the optical modes [36, 39, 47] . As shown in Fig. 9 this can, for instance, be implemented using two auxiliary light modes, each initially prepared in classical uncorrelated states. These auxiliary modes can be two modes of distant cavities, and the geometry so arranged that each entangled mirror couples independently to the two modes. The non-local correlations may then be transferred from the movable mirrors to the initially uncorrelated auxiliary modes, which may eventually become entangled. Quantum correlated optical modes can then be eventually distilled. Thus, using standard homodyne measurement techniques, the entire correlation matrix of the two optical auxiliary modes can be reconstructed. A presence of non-zero quantum correlations between these optical modes will be an indirect signature of non-zero quantum correlations between the mechanical modes. The setup shown in Fig. 9 thus can also be used to ascertain the entanglement between the mechanical modes.
In our present work we have outlined a possibility of generating remote macroscopic entanglement. Possibility of generating such macroscopic superpositions could shed light on understanding the mysteries of nature [1] and well be a useful resource in the construction of long-distance quantum communication networks [3] . The model of OM network discussed in this work is general and we believe the ideas presented here could potentially be tested in number of physical settings. The parameters we have considered to describe the all-optical feedback scheme in this work do not place any stringent requirements on the degree of OM coupling strength nor the mechanical damping. Hence the ideas proposed in this paper would be suitable to a number of existing OM systems, [66, 67, 68] . Comparing specific parameters from Chan et. al. [68] where mechanical damping γ = 7.5kHz for cavity damping rate Γ/2π = 214M Hz and OM coupling strength g = 1.1M Hz fit in the regime of parameters we have considered in our calculations. A suitable system to realize our scheme would be the implementation of cavity optomechanics using ultra-cold atoms as discussed in [67] . Mechanics assisted coupling between the optical modes as required in the topology shown in Fig. 5 can be achieved using collective vibrational degree of freedom of an ensemble of ultra-cold atoms [67] . Another interesting test-bed for our results could be provided by optomechanical crystal (OMC) array which is a periodic structure that comprises both a photonic and a phononic crystal [69] . Coherent coupling between the photons and phonons in the crystal provides the ingredients for the OM interaction discussed in this work.
Other than creating massive quantum mechanical superposition of optical and mechanical modes, OM interaction provides other interesting avenues for implementing various tasks of quantum information processing. Storing and on-demand retrieval of quantum light, without compromising with its quantum character, has attracted wide attention both in the fields of quantum optics and quantum information processing [70, 71] . When it comes to implementing quantum light memory, electromagnetically induced transparency (EIT) is a much favored technique [72] , where one can retain the large and highly desirable nonlinear optical properties associated with the resonant response of a material system. In analogy to the EIT in the atomic medium, optomechanically induced transparency (OMIT) has been experimentally demonstrated in [73] . Moreover as illustrated in [69] , an optical waveguide can be coupled to an OMC array and quantum state of the light from the waveguide can be coherently transferred onto long-lived mechanical vibrations of the OMC array. Optomechanical transducers provides another promising application where coherent interaction between optics and mechanics can be exploited. As proposed in [3] , an OM network can be employed to mediate interactions between distant nodes of a quantum network. Solid state qubits or electronic spin/charge degrees of freedom could form nodes of the network. Coupling can be achieved between, (a) the evanescent field of the microcavity and motion of the mechanical resonator, and (b) also between local nodes and vibrational degree of freedom of the mechanical resonator. Thus, indirect interaction mediated via mechanical resonator can then be set between optical mode and a distant node of the quantum network. Auxiliary)))) modes)) Auxiliary)))))) modes) To summarize we have analyzed the influence of an all-optical feedback loop on the steady state dynamics of OM arrays. We considered different topologies forming optomechanical networks and found that entanglement can be distributed over the chain of modes in the steady state and at finite temperatures. This opens up an interesting possibility to study spatially separated massive Schrödinger cat states. In each case our results demonstrate that all-optical feedback can be used to enhance and thus control entanglement between inter cavity mechanical and optical modes. For the OM network resulting from two optical modes with a common mechanical element, we note that the presence of feedback in fact generates entanglement between the optical mode a 2 and mechanics b which otherwise remain unentangled. We have also extended the analysis to the case of an OM network comprised of N-OM ports. We have shown that an alloptical feedback also helps in distributing stronger entanglement between inter cavity mechanical cavity modes. To conclude, we believe that the experimental demonstration of the quantum nature of macroscopic mechanical objects would help us to test longstanding questions about macroscopic quantum coherence and long-lived mechanical states.
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